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Abstract

Behavior Recognition is a challenge central to computer vision. With the increase
of video data seen over the past years, methods to automatically interpret this data
and recognize behavior are of great importance. The Smart Vivarium, an animal
welfare monitoring system provides an ideal environment for the development
of automated behavior recognition. Although it doesn’t face some of the issues
commonly seen in outside situations, it does provide a starting point from which
to develop behavior recognition techniques. We propose an algorithm based on
Dollar et al.’s behavior recognition. We modify this algorithm by presenting a
behavior descriptor which uses both cuboids and information obtained by tracking
and measuring relative displacement for each behavior of interest.

1 Introduction

This project takes place within the Smart Vivarium, an automated animal welfare monitoring system.
In an environment such as the Smart Vivarium where the amount of video data acquired on a daily
basis is too much to be labeled by hand, a system that automatically labels behavior is a necessity.
Our approach to this problem is largely based on trends found in object recognition, where sparse
features are used to create object models. We extend this approach to the spatio-temporal domain
while including other relevant information such as displacement.

Several of the problems commonly seen in object recognition are also encountered in behavior
recognition. The presence of clutter, oclussion, and variations in the environment tend to increase
the need for more robust models. The main purpose of this project is to develop a framework that
can accurately recognize the behavior taking place within a clip of video. Our proposed method is
largely based on [3] in that it also uses a sparse feature based representation to classify behavior.
In [3] cuboids are extracted from video based on a response function which consists of separable
linear filters. These cuboids are then clustered together by type and stored as prototypes. The
prototypes are then used to create behavior descriptors based on histograms. Unfortunately, this
approach discards all positional information, relying only on the pressence of the given prototypes
when recognizing behavior. We consider an approach similar to that of [1] in which relations over
detected parts are defined in terms of the distance and direction between them. In addition to that, we
consider displacement as an important part of behavior, including it in our final behavior descriptor.



Figure 1: Drinking, eating, exploring and grooming in the Smart Vivarium.

Figure 2: Segmentation simulated by using active cuboids to create our binary images.

2 Proposed Algorithm

The following sections describe the main steps in our algorithm. Section 2.1 discusses feature
detection in the spatio-temporal domain and the response function we used. In Section 2.2 we
discuss cuboids and their prototypes. We describe our displacement features in section 2.3. Finally,
in Section 2.4 we discuss our behavior descriptor.

2.1 Feature Detection

We use the same response function as [3] and [5], given by R = (I ∗ g ∗ hev)2 + (I ∗ g ∗ hod)2.This
response function consists of seperable linear filters; a 2D Gaussian smoothing kernel and a
quadrature pair of 1D Gabor filters, where hev(t; τ ;ω) = −cos(2πtω)e−t2/τ2

and hev(t; τ ;ω) =
−sin(2πtω)e−t2/τ2

. As was shown in [3] a response function tuned to pick up variations of local
image intensities with periodic components is more suitable than response functions such as those
proposed by [4] and [7]. The intuition behind this being that these response functions do not take
into consideration the temporal domain as different from a third spatial dimension.

2.2 Cuboids

We apply the response function to a given video clip. After performing non-maximal suppresion, we
then extract data cubes of sidelength 13 from each of the points where a maxima was detected. We
assume that although there are thousands of cuboids possible, we can only have a limited amount
of cuboid types. Since cuboids represent behavioral interest points, we can assume many of the
different cuboids detected to be redundant. We use k-means algorithm to cluster cuboids together
by type. Cuboids detected afterwards are rejected as outliers or classified according to their type.

2.3 Displacements

We believe displacement to be a very accurate and essential indicator of behavior. To incorporate
displacement into our descriptor, a notion of the mouse’s location at any given time in a video clip
must be available. Mouse tracking is a problem previously addressed by [2]. In the absence of their
implementation, we attempted to use background/foreground segmentation using image subtracting.
Unfortunately, due to the amount of noise in the video and the size of the mouse in the video, this
proved to be harder than expected. We then simulated a background/foreground segmentation by
creating binary images based on the cuboids active at any given frame in a video sequence. To
account for the mouse’s displacement, we kept track of the centroid for our binary images. The



Figure 3: Unfiltered displacement graph and filtered X and Y displacement lines

Figure 4: Our behavior descriptor.

relative displacement in x and y directions from one frame to the next was then calculated for each
video clip.

We then applied a median filter to each of the displacements in order to reduce noise. We test
different sizes of median and medium filters to try to obtain a balance between noise reduction and
loss of relevant information. We then obtain displacement lines by sampling prespecified lengths of
the displacement graph every given interval.

2.4 Behavior Descriptor

Our final behavior descriptor consists of a histogram containing the types of cuboids present for each
video clip and the types of displacement lines present for that given behavior. Subsequent video clips

are measured against these histograms. We use the chi-squared distance given by
∑(

Xi−µi

σi

)2

to
measure distance between histograms, since it has been proven to be a more accurate metric than L2
[6]. For each new video clip, we compute the response function values and extract the cuboids at
the maxima, while keeping track of where those maxima were detected. We then match the cuboids
to their prototypes and discard outliers. The cuboid types present correspond to the first part of our
histogram. We use the location of each cuboid detected to create binary images which we then use
to calculate our displacement lines based on the centroids of those binary images. We calculate the
Mahalanobis distance from these lines to all other known displacement lines and include the nearest
neighbor as the final part of our behavior descriptor.



Figure 5: Confirmation matrix for displacement lines.

3 Experiments

We performed our experiments on the Smart Vivarium Dataset. Available online at
http://vision.ucsd.edu/˜pdollar/research/mouse database/, this dataset is
made up of 7 sets of videos. With each set consisting of short 6-12 second clips of a single mouse.
The videos are labeled according to behavior as: eating, sleeping, drinking, grooming and exploring.
We used leave one out cross-validation on these sets. Our main point of comparison is [3]. We want
to improve upon the already existed algorithm by introducing our own features. The main parame-
ters dealt with in our algorithm are related to the size of the median and medium filters, the length of
each displacement line and the interval between displacements. Also, since we use k-nearest neigh-
bor to determine each displacement line’s type, the k used is another parameter that requires tuning.
We perform experiments based on these parameters to determine which combination provides the
best performance.

4 Results

We found the best performance of our algorithm was obtained when using line lengths of 100 frames
and 10 frame intervals between each line for any given video clip. An average filter of size 9 and
median filter of size 9 provided best results, however our algorithm’s performance is not affected
greatly by these paremeters within the range of 5-19 pixels per filter. Also, values of 1-5 provided
similar results for our k-nearest neighbor implementation. As can be seen in our confusion matrix,
it was found that displacements alone are not enough to describe behavior. Exploring and sleeping
were labeled correctly 44 and 92 percent of the time respectively. However, behaviors such as
grooming, which are in part characterized by a lack of displacement, or a specific position for the
mouse were mislabeled quite often.

5 Conclusion

It was shown that displacements by themselves are not enough to describe havior. The use of other
features in combination with displacements should provide better results. Further work includes
using multiple scales when detecting cuboids, and fully incoorporating our features into the cuboids
infrastructure. Rearranging the dataset should provide better results aswell, given that each video set
contains a different angle of view for the mouse’s cage. Different camera angles for each set could
make our algorithm mislabel behaviors such as eating and drinking which depend on the mouse
moving into a certain point in its cage. In addition to this, the implementation of a more stable
tracking system than the one we used could help our algorithm’s performance.
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